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dtsfarne are more realistic and demonstrate a close affinity
with the Codex Amiatinus. which was based on the Codex
Grandior of Cassiodorus. The figures are placed wittun a three
dimensronal framework, with their own space. and there rs a

strong sense of narrative as in f25v where a figure peeps
around a curtain to watch as St Matthew writes his Gospel.
Cloaks, unlike the artificial and manipulated folds of those in
Kells, are wrapped around the figure to provide warmth.
Colours are much brighter and the clean-shaven faces ex-
hibit a serious expression. In Kells, Celtic artists have main-
tained their native tradition and rejected the classical realism
of Rome, whrch is found in Lindisfarne.

Insular manuscript decoration. whatever the various
orrginal sources or regional differences may be. is a very

f T THEN HANNAH M ADLERdied in 1990 Skidmore

\N College received a bequest from her estate to ini
V V trate yearly lectures. These were to cover the im-

ponance of nrneteenth-century literature and culture as rep-
resented rn her library, which is held in the Lucy Scribner
Library at Skidmore College, This book is then a collec-
tion oflectures given over the last nine years in this series.

As the scope of lectures is varied I will discuss each
lecture separately.

My first advice to readers is to ignore the Introduction,
r"'hich nearly led me to stop reading the book altogether.
An rntroduction that runs for thirty pages and is longer than
most of the lectures seems to me unnecessary.

The lecture by Jonathan Bate of the University of Liver-
pool is on the subject of the pictorial Shakespeare in Vic-
torian trmes. In this he discusses the manipulatrons of
Shakespeare both pictorially and textually. The illustrators
of the complete editions of Shakespeare produced in the
1800s were free to delineate characters to suit their imagi-
nation, as in the main the reading public had not seen the
plays or prior illustrations. To this end many of them en-
hanced the costuming greatly to suit Victorian attitudes and
indeed some actors added there own ending to plays.

Varying reproductions of Marie Taglioni, one of the
leading ballerinas of the early 1800s, is discussed in the
lecture by Sarah Webster Goodwin of Skidmore College.
In particular she discusses the difference in drawings con-
tained in Julien's Album de I'Opdra md The Exquisite.
These publications are replicated today in books best de-
scribed as "coffee table art books" and magazines such as

Playboy.
The politics of George Cruikshank's graphic satires are

the subject of the lecture by Robert L. Patten of Dartmouth
College. In this he endeavours to ascertain whether Cruik-
shank was on the side of George IV or his wife, Caroline
of Brunswick. It is an interesting but inconclusive discus-
sion. Other satires of persons of the same period are also
given by way of illustration.

Catherine J. Golden discusses Cruikshank's illustrations
for Dickens' novels. In this lecture she discusses the dif-
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drstrnctrve and sophrsticated art style created and devel-
oped in monastic scnptona rn Ireiand and Northumbrra. it
was absorbed into the Christian vocabulary and its most
successlul aspect is the marrrage of scrrpt and ornament to
create a unified style of decoratron unequalled in rts com-
plexity by any other period in manuscript decoration.

So successful was the style that the written Word ol
God acquired a mystical significance and the sacred text
was often housed in its own elaborate shrine. Such books
were most certainly created as memorials to great saints as
the colophon on the Book of Lindisfarne attests. It reads.
that Eadfrith, Bishop of Lindisfarne wrote the book for God
and St Cuthbert and .;orntly for all the sainrs whose relics
were on the island.rE

ferences between Dickens and Cruikshank in their method
of illustrating characters and scenes. There was apparently
quite a tussle between the two. This still appears to go on
today as evidenced in the obituary for Mary Shephard. who
illustrated the Mary Poppins books published between 1934
and 1988. It mentions: "Travers instructed Shephard to
draw Poppins with no curves, yet always insisted Poppins
had a sexuality which attracted all the men in the books
from Mr Banks to the park keeper."

Rossetti and his impact on book illustration and pro-
duction form the basis for the lecture by Elizabeth K,
Helsinger of the University of Chicago. There is little doubt
that Rossetti changed the look of illustrations and in addi-
tion designed many covers for books. As well, he. unlike
many other illustrators. designed special title pages.

We are introduced to the grotesqueness of Aubrey
Beardsley's illustrations for the works of Alexander Pope
and Oscar Wilde by James A. Heffernan. Dartmouth Col-
lege. This is a well documented and illustrated article. Thrs
type of illustration, the like of which had not been seen
before, no doubt had an impact on later illustrations.

Ruth Copans, Skidmore College, has provided an arti-
cle discussing the emerging women illustrators in America
at the end of the l9th Century. These include Jessie Wilcox
Smith, Alice Barber Stephens, Charlotte Harding, Eliza-
beth Shippen Green and Violet Oakley. These women added
a feminine touch not seen before in book illustration. While
most of these women illustrated books, thetr main area of
illustration was for magazines such as Harpers.

A condensed history of Virginia Wolfe and the Hogarth
Press is the subject chosen by David H. Porter, also of
Skidmore College. It follows the Wolfes from the time of
their purchase of their first press through their trials and
tribulations to their publishing of social, economic and
political pamphlets in the 1930s. Porter has produced a very
entertaining and pithy r6sum6 of both.

Book Illustrated is acurate's egg but the good parts are
very good.

Jeff Bidgood.
Croydon, NSW.
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Examples of decorated letters: An 'H' wtth St John writing his
Gospel (left) and an'O' showing a parchtnent seller (right).

are stretched and ligatured to suit either whim or fancy. The
scribe held his goose quill in a horizontal position in order to
achieve the maximum contrast between thin horizontal strokes

and thick vertical strokes. The diminishing thickness of the

stroke as it makes a curve gives the script elegance and a

sense of rhythm. Short ascenders and descenders with swell-
ing curves on letters such as l, g andp are also typical ofthe
scnpt. The Catharch gives a good example of the early de-
velopment of the script as well as the earliest example of
decorated Initial letters. while Kells provides the very best

example.
Comparison between Kells and the Books of Durrow,

Durham and Litchfield, as well as between the three possi-

ble hands that transcribed Kells, indicates that scribes were

highly trained in a prescribed method of writing' Good
scribes were highly regarded and their honour price, as set

out in the ecclesiastical canons. Canones Hibernesis,
S),nodus Hibernesis and Collecto, was stmilar to that of the

filid who represented secular learning and whose honour
pnce was fixed by the secular Taws Uraicecht Bece, Crith
Gablach and Miadshlecras. Insular22 minuscule is also an

invention of the Irish monastic scriptorium and it became

universally used within the Celtic Church. Together with
the majuscule script it represents a major contribution to
Celtic art of the early Celtic Christian Church.

The artistic controversyt mentioned earlier. which re-

sulted from attempts, beginning in the eighteenth century,

to attribute a provenance to particular Gospel Books pro-

duced in Ireland or England, created the term 'Insular'.23

The search for a provenance seems, at times, to have been

directed by nationalistic pride or subjective academic opin-
ion rather than broad scholarly research'24 The attempts to

discover the origins and creators of the Insular Gospel

Books, while they have historic significance, are trifling in
comparison with the importance of the final product. which

is an art form unique in the history of Western art.

There is no denying that Insular art' which includes

metal work and high crosses, did bonow its artistic vo-

cabulary from a number of sources as well as the native

Celtic tradition. Although each of the above art forms de-

veloped independently it is clear that decoration on metal
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The Catharch of Colum Cille written at
Iona in early 7th Century.

work. which had a longer history , was a source of inspira-
tion for manuscript illuminators. Insular art is a highly deco-
rative art and it is characterised by the use of formal pat-
terns of spirals. interlace, frets lacertine beasts and. some-
times, plant ornament. The overall geometric framework
gives the deceptive rmpression of strict symmetry although
the layout, particularly on carpet pages. can be attributed
to a geometric formula.25

In many cases the artist has manipulated the decoration
to fill a particular space. This is particularly obvious when
interlace patterns are broken to turn corners or fit circular
formats. Living forms are stylised or simplified to create

an inexhaustible range of interlace, curvilinear and rectl-
linear patterns where both human and animal forms are

used with complete disregard of species or anatomy.26 The
general impression of the decoration is one of restless move-
ment evoked by the flowing contours of the design as the

eye moves through the pattern attemptlng to unravel the

network of lines to discover where the head and tail of an

animal connect.
The highly decorative nature of insular art and the way

in which it is used (eg. in carpet pages, borders and infill)
is the feature that unifies the art. Nevertheless, there are

regional differences which are most prominent ln the

depiction of the human form. In Kells, the figures are an

intrinsic part of the two-dimensional decoration. Hair ts
stylised in a series of curves in harmony with the overall
design. The cloak or traditional four-cornered woollen brat
is draped in a series of symmetrical folds which, while they

compliment the design, bear no relationship to a living body

underneath. The clothing is painted in purple, crimson.
brown, yellow, green and black, the traditional colours,

according to de Paor, worn by the Celts.27 None of the fig-
ures displays any emotion and consequently there ts no

narrative which allows the overall decorative, abstract and

symbolic nature of the illustrations to be maintained.
In contrast, the illustrations of human figures In Lin-
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monks. In the early sixth century, therefore. it is clear that
there were estabhshed schools, or some other system. for
the teaching ofLatin to educate the next generation ofciergy
in this new language and to make it familiar to the rest of
the population in order to assist, at least, their minimal par-
ticipation in Church ritual. Apart from Latin, the complex
area of ecclesiastical arithmetic and computus was. on the
evidence of Columbanus, well established in Ireland by
600.'

Colum Cille is traditionally named as the founder of
the monasteries of Derry and Durrow. but rn 563 he went
rnto exile with a faithful band of monks on Iona. which
became a renowned centre for learnrng and craftsmanship
even within his lifetime.8 His biographer records that "it
was a practice [with the saint] to make crosses, and book
satchels, and ecclesiastical implements".e Not only did Iona
under Colum Cille become a renowned centre for learning
and craft, but also a most influential one. As the monks,
trained on this island, travelled. in the tradition of their
founder, the firstlrishpeiginato pro Chnsii, all overEurope
reviving Christian communities devastated by barbarian
invasions.

Of partrcular importance. and later controversy. both
regarding religious as well as artistic practice (referred to
later) was the influence of the Irish monks at Lindisfarne.
In 635 Aidan left lona. at the invitation of King Oswald
(who had lived in exile on lona) to preach to the English
and he was granted the island of Lindisfarne as his episco-
pal see. On his death in 651 he was succeeded by Finn and
then by Colman, both from Columban monasteries. After
the Synod of Whitby in 664 Colman returned to Iona with
thirty-two of his monks but he was succeeded. at first by
Tuda and then by Eata, Abbot of Melrose, both of whom
were trained by the Irish.'0 The Irish tradition of scholar-
ship and devotion to the written word continued, there-
fore. to spread and exert influence wherever Irish monks
settled.

The centre of this scholarship was the scriptorium where
monks spent long hours transcribing copies of the numer-
ous books needed to fulfil the duties of the clergy. The
importance of books to Christianity cannot be disputed and
is reinforced by the number of illustrations in early manu-
scripts of both Irish and Continental origin, depicting Christ
or the apostles and saints holding a book.rr Much of our
knowledge of the process of producing a book is also found
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in manuscrrpts produced ln monastic scnptoria in the form
of illustrations made by the scribes or illuminators themselves.
Withrn the larger illuminated initials we find illustratrons of
scribes at work at their desks,r2 and of parchment sellersrl
and manufacturers.rt Larger illustrations depict methods of
keeping books, tied with cords to maintain their shape while
in the process of production rs, and leather bound and tooled
books kept on shelves in book cupboardsr6. or in book
chestsrT when completed. We also have evidence of the
book satchel which provided safe and accessible transport
for precious books when the monk travelled.rt

The early Celtic manuscnpts were written on vellum
and each monastery certainly had access to its own sheep
and cattle. Whether or not this was sufficient to supply the
great needs of the scribes is unknown but in Celtic manu-
scripts the vellum or parchment represented the major
expense in the production of books.re Kells, for example,
required the skin ofat least 150 calves and as Henry points
out this would represent "a fortune in a society whose
economy was based on the ownership of cattle".20 Although
the monasteries did receive gifts from the faithful and vel-
lum may have constituted one of these gifts. there was,
nevertheless, a need to be prudent in the use of such ex-
pensrve material. In Kells. the insertion of some single
leaves and the presence of the animal's spine running hori-
zontally across some pages instead of, as traditionally, on
the fold, indicate an effort to get the maximum benefit from
a single skin.

The script used by Celtic scribes was formulated from
the Roman uncial2r and is technically a majuscule script.
Known originally as Scriptura Sconica its peculiar charac-
teristics are an exaggerated serif and individual letters which

Artist's impression of Celtic Scriptorium. Scholars with quilt in
hand, copy the scriptures. The well-rounded letters are shaped in
the style of the lrish monasteries. Book satchels hang overhead.Plan of Lindisfarne Priory (now a ruin) on Lindisforne Island.
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vasions, which had disrupted both temporal and spiritual
life, Ireland had remained free, at least from political or
military attack. The scholarship, developed in Irish mon-
asteries, therefore. was able to revitalise Christianity in both
England and the Continent.

Irish monks took their learning and book arts. which
had been developed in the monastic scriptoria. to wher-
ever they travelled. Of particular importance to lnsular art
is the contribution of the monasteries of Northumbria, es-

pecrally Lindisfarne, established by the Columban monks
and Wearmouth and Jarrow established under the influ-
ence of Canterbury. The controversy to provide a prov-
enance for Gospel Books, created in the monasteries in Ire-
land and England, is addressed and the issue is seen as tri-
fling when compared with the importance of the final prod-
uct. The book arts are described briefly together with the
unifying features oflnsular art and the areas ofdivergence.

There is only minimal visual evidence today of the early
Christian monasteries of the sixth to the ninth centuries in
Ireland or of the great number of books produced in the
scriptorium. which was a very important part of each mon-
astery. The Viking invasions of the closing years of the
eighth, and early years of the ninth centuries, when mon-
asteries were plundered for their wealth and artifacts,r
marked the end of the golden age of Irish, Celtic, Christian
monasticism and its extraordinary influence on literacy,
Latin learning and art.

Literacy and Latin learning had been introduced into
Britain with the arnval of the Roman army and the Chris-
tran missionanes were close behind. While the military and
political leaders of Rome, for their own reasons, ignored
Ireland. missionaries obviously visited the island. The ex-
istence ofChristians in Ireland from the early fifth century
seems to have been accepted by Rome because around 431,
Prosper of Aquitane entered in his Chronicon the words
Palladius, ordained by Pope Celestine. is sent to the Scotti
who believe in Christ, as their first bishop"z How long
Palladius laboured in Ireland is unclear but it appeared to
be only a short time and it is possible that the British Church
sent Patrick, who is traditionally given the credit for Chris-
tianising the Irish, to replace him sometime between 43 I

and 461.
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In spite of the fact that Christians may have already
existed in Ireland, Patrick's mission was not without hard-
ship or danger - "twelve times he tells us, he was in mortal
danger, once he was fettered"r. On his travels to spread the
message of the Gospels he was accompanied by a retinue
of the sons of nobles, who were almost certainly under fos-
terage to him for their education. This retinue would have
allowed for easier movement around the country and prob-
ably Patrick's acceptance as a fili. Unlike the filid. how-
ever, who relied on an oral tradition for the transmission of
the tribe's history and culture, Patrick relied on the written
revelation contained in the Gospels to transmit the story of
the life ofJesus, Christianity's founder, and his teachings.
We can only guess at the visual impact of the book, from
which Patrick derived his authority, on the native people
who could neither read nor write.

Patrick, in his letter to Coroticus, declared himself to
be unlearned because he failed to complete his education.
but from hrs Confessio we know that. while his literary
knowledge may not have extended to the classical writers,
"his knowledge of the sacred texts was detailed and thor-
ough".o Patrick also tells us that he converted and baptised
many thousands and while the Irish were hardly converted
overnight, there is no doubt that Patrick's mission was suc-
cessful and by the second halfofthe sixth century most of
Ireland had accepted Christianity without the need for
martyrs.

Christianity, as a religion of the Book. depends upon
literacy and from lts earliest times, the Chnstian Church
required a considerable amount of wntten material for its
efficrent functioning - psalters, the books of the Old and

New Testaments, Epistles, mass books, writings of the

Church Fathers, findings of early Councils and books for
moral and religious instruction. Jane Stevenson claims that
"we have evidence ranging from reasonable to excellent
for all of these forms of written documentation essential to
the smooth-running of the Church, and that these were pro-
liferating [in Ireland] during the sixth century and well es-

tablished by the beginning of the seventh".5
By the seventh-century the diocesan system established

by Patrick was overtaken by the monastic system. The di-
ocesan system of the Chnstian Church in the Roman Em-
pire was essentially an urban institution and the notton of
towns was completely alien to Ireland. The monastrc sys-

tem, on the other hand, reflected more closely lrish society
which was fundamentally self-sufficient, rural, tribal and

intensely conservative. The spread of the monastic system
which developed and flourished under native patronage

through a system of co-arbship was recorded intheAnnais
between 549 and 664. In little more than one hundred years

the number of bishops had risen from thirteen to twenty-
four while in the same period the number of abbots rose

from one to forty-eight.6
The monastic system in Ireland undoubtedly received

its greatest inspiration and stimulus from Colum Cille, the

first great native saint. Adamnan, the ninth abbot of Iona,

is the chief source of information on the life of Colum Cille
who was born in 521 in County Donegal to the noble fam-

ily of Cen6l Conaill, a branch of the Uf Ndill dynasty 'He
was fostered to several local scholars and completed his

education under Finnian, the most learned teacher of his

day. who was also the teacher or magister of the Irish

A hypothetical reconstucted drawing of a large 8th Centurv

monastery. Enclosure is a ditch and bank, topped with a thont

hedge. Surrounded by bogs, arable and pasture lands, water

courses, rough ground, woodlands and mounlains.
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revolted agalnsl this abuse, and
books were plainly clothed. with lit-
tle or no ornament. The plain cloth,
u,ith its bevelled edges and plarn gold
line. and possibly the title in gold on
the side as well as the back. has a
good effect. but there is no reason
why this style should be universally
adopted. There is room for a more
ornate styIe. Some of the develop-
ments of cloth binding are not to be
commended. and some of the col-
oured pictures on the sides of books
are anything but pleasing. Some oi
the finest specimens of modern cloth
brnding are due to Mr. William Mor-
ns. to whom art owes so much. Mrs.
Orrinsmith's design for Lord
Tennyson's works is good. If pub-
lishers will only employ good artists
we should do wel1. but. unfortu-
nately, this is not always the case.

It is perhaps necessary to men-
tion that cioth bindings are here dis-
cussed because this is a paper on
design. but of course the mode of
treatment rs quite different from that
adopted in regular binding. It must
be bome in mind that in the case of
leather binding the design is trans-
ferred to the leather by means of a
series of tools, while the cloth cov-
ers are produced wholesale by means

of a stamp.
The French have very cordially

acknowledged the admirable quali-
ties of the English cloth binding, and
of late years they have adopted it
themselves. I think we can discover
in the French work that the grand
specimens of gilt leather bindings
have had a greater influence upon the
designer than they have in England.
It is rather curious that while the char-
acteristic of French leather binding
is great lightness, the cloth binding
in France is decidedly heavier than
in England, It has, however, many'
points of merit.

MOROCCO BOUND
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THE FUNCTION OF THE MONASTIC SCRIPTORIUM
AND ITS CONTRIBUTION TO CELTIC ART IN THE EARLY CELTIC

CHRISTIAN CHURCH.
Thefunctionof the monasic sciptoiu4 in early Christian lreland, x:as to produce the books required by the clergy to carn
out their duties. In the process of producin7 these books, the monks developed a rtetv fornr of urtcial script, created a unique

fonn of decoration and introduced tlte practice of bookbindin7 into the Celtic Church.
In order to consider the contibution of the early Celtic Christian Church to Celtic Art this essay by JeanRiley, of the

NSW Guild, exantines the introduction of Christianirv b lreland and tl'te great importqnce of literacy and the book.

HRISTIANITY, AS A RELIGION OF THE BOOK,
relies on a considerable amount of written mate-
rial, both for the transmission of its message and its

March 2001

nastic system in Ireland. which reflected more closely, the
natiye tuath created a distinctive Celtic Church which put
a strong emphasis on spirituality and scholarship. While
Europe and England had been subjected to numerous in-efficient functioning. The change from a diocesan to a mo-
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covering the back with calico or cloth. This may be illustrated by
a set of the old library edition of Scott's "Waverley Novels," in
octavo. The "Novels and Tales," 12 vols.. were issued in 1819, in
pink paper, with white paper labels. The "Historical Romances."
6 vols., appeared in 1 822. in blue paper, with pink cloth back and
white paper labels; and the "Novels and Romances." in 1824, in
the same covering.

Ttre late Mr. Archibald Leighton may be called the father of
cloth binding, as to him the earliest specimens of this book-cov-
ering have been traced. According to an interesting article on Mr.
Leighton, in the BOOKBINDER (No. 7), the. first book pub-
lished in the new material was the first volume of "Pickering's
Miniature Classics" (Dante), which appeared in 1822, and prob-
ably the second book so issued was Moule's Bibliotheca
Heraldica.

The earliest cloth bindings were supplied with a printed white
paper label, but after a time gilt letters were stamped upon black
paper labels. Then the great advance was made of stamping the
title in gold letters direct upon the back of the book. The edition
of Lord Byron's "Life and Works," published by Murray, in I 832,
has the distinction of showing very clearly the period when this
change was made. The first volume was issued in January. 1832,
and was bound in cloth with a watered silk pattern, and on the

back was a green paper label, with the title and a coronet printed

on it in gold. The second volume appeared in February of the

same year. with the title and coronet stamped in gold direct upon
the cloth.
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Mr. Henry G. Bohn, writing to the Arl Journal,
says that through some hints given by him to Mr.
Leighton, that gentleman was able to bind Martin and
westall's Bible Prints for him with the lettering di-
rect upon the cloth ofthe back. by which means these
volumes were bound at half the price he would have
had to pay if leather lettenng pieces had been added
This book was published in 1832.

Archibald Leighton made a great advance when
he produced the stamp cloth which was used for the
"Penny Cyclopedia" and the "Pictorial History of
England." published by Charles Knight. The octavo
edition of Dickens's "Sketches by Boz," with
Cruikshank's plates ( 1839). was bound in cloth. with
square tablets on the back, and a flowing design on
the side. This was the work of Archibald Leighton,
who died in January. 1841. Although cloth binding
was introduced in 1822. it was several years before
the old paper boards were at all generally discontrn-
ued.

Not long before the lamented death of Mr. Henry
Bradshaw. the late Libranan of the University Lr-
brary, Cambndge, I went over the shelves of his pn-
vate library with him, in order to settle some of the
dates connected with the history of cloth binding, a

subject in which he was interested. and we made a
special investigation of his very valuable coliection
of early editions of Lord Tennyson's works, with the
following results. "The Poems of Two Brothers "
(1827 ), was rn grey paper boards with paper iabels.
The " Poems, chiefly Lyncal " (1830), rn the same
covering, and another copy with blue paper srdes and
grey paper back. The "Poems" (1833). were rn grey
paper boards, and the "Poems " (2 vols.. 1842). rn
the same binding. Mr. Bradshaw possessed two cop-
ies of the "Poems" (2 vols., 1845), which were dif-
ferently bound. One was in plain green cloth with
paper labels, and the other in stamped cloth with gilt
lettering. These two being both of the same date. it
\vould have been difhcult to prove the pnority of

either, if it had not been that the one with the paper iabels con-
tarned some advertisements dated August. 1845. while the adver-
tisements of the stamped cloth copy were dated January. 1846,
proving that this had been bound at a later date.

The next great depaflure rn cloth binding was the use of gold
in the ornamentation. and some difficulty was found at first in
designing for the gold. Till the theory was understood, an ordi-
nary drawing, made upon white paper. was apt to come out wrong
when the dark lines were transfened to gold, which is, ordinanly,
lighter than the cloth upon which it is placed. To get the proper
effect, the design should be drawn upon a slate, when the light
lines show on the dark ground. Many specimens of bad outline
and bad shading may be seen among the early gilded cloth bind-
ings. The original cloth covers of Mr. Ruskin's works are of in-
terest from an artistic point of view. The best editron of the "Mod-
em Painters" (1851) is bound in green cloth, wlth a very poor
design rn bhnd and gold. The "Seven Lamps of' Archltecture"
(1849) has a very original and excellent design in bhnd, while
"The Stones ofVenice" ( 1853) has good design in blind and gold;
the treatment of the winged lion in gold on the back is not, how-
ever, altogether satisfactory. Among the most charming and ap-
propriate cloth covers I know, are those used for Mrs. Jameson's
artistic works. The "Legends of the Madonna," with its grey tint,
and the union ofblind and gold, is very pleasing. The "Legends
of the Monastic Orders" t 1850) is equally good in design. but the
colour of the cloth is not so satisfactory.

These are by Mr. John Leighton. After a time the gilt decora-
tion of cloth became so excessive tbat in due course good taste

Fig.5. - ENcllsH BlNorNc or lTrx CeNrunv.
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THE PRINCIPLES OF DESIGN AS APPLIED TO BOOKBINDING
Bv HENRY B WHEATLEY. F.S.A.

Read at tlrc Socren' of Arts Feb. l4th 1888.

Reprintedfrotn The Bookbinder. an lllustrated Journalfor Binclers, Librarians, and all Lovers o.f Books. London. 1888.

(Continued from Morocco Bowtd, Vol 2l No 4 [November 2000])

Fig.4is taken from one ofthese handsome volumes, and this
portion of the side shows the repetition of the thistle and jleurs de
lrs.The books produced by Nicholas Ferrar and the so-called Nuns
of Little Gidding, are chiefly known as examples of embroidery,
but in some instances this embroidery has been lost, and the tooled
leather binding. which was under an embroidery, only remains.

The works of a later date show the influence of the styles oi
art which succeeded each other. and left therr mark in our houses

and on our books. I have here a specimen of desrgn rn whrch the
influence of Chippendale is seen on the side. and that of the Adams
on the back. The Conage and the Harleian styles, among others,
are distinctly English, and unlike the styles adopted in other coun-
tries.

Fig. 5 represents a volume of a magnificiently tooled folio
Bible of the end of the lTth century binders. but much of his
ninding is srngulariy plain. Fig. 6 represents a fine spectmen of
his work in the British Museum. The border is very elegant. but
the side of this volume has been somewhat spoilt by the coat-ot'-
arms of Mr. Grenville, which, with much bad taste, has been
stamped upon it.

The capabilities of modem binding are endless, and I am happy
to see a strong tendency to break away from the fetters which
have too much environed the art. There is no need to follow ser-
vilely in the path marked out in the past. The French binders of
to-day have realised this fact, and two books published by M.
Edouard Rouveyre.*- La Reliure Moderne, Artistique, et
Fantaisiste, par Octave Uzanne, and La Reliure de Luxe, par L.
Der6me, - contain some beautiful specimens of what may be ac-
complished with the aid of good taste. Perault's Fairy Tales has
Puss in Boots delineated in mosaic on the side. Victor Hugo's
Notre Dame de Parisis omamented with an architectural design,
and Paul and Virginia has on its side two birds billing and coo-
ing on a branch.

There is another difficulty in the way of a modern binder, and

that is that much which would be praised in an old book would be

condemned in a modern one. Such is the power of age to silence
cnticism. Much of the ornament that can be suggested would be

ordinarily conventronalised, or it would be treated in a specrally
heraldic manner. which rs one of the most appropriate for a book
There is. however, no reason why the natural should not be used

as well as the conventionai. so that the two are not mrxed. If the
side oi a book rs lett plarn. a natural flower or spray may be tooled
or painteci upon it.

This point naturally leads us to consider the materials used

for bookbinding. Calf was often used by the old binders as a
medium for elaborate ornamentation, but this leather, as prepared

at present is so fragile that it is seldom so used now, Tree-mar-
bled calfis effective, and continues to hold the high position which
it always has held in public esteem. The beautiful surface of calf
fits it for flat treatment, and such may be done with painted de-

signs. Sometrmes ornaments have been printed in black on the
natural coloured calf.

vellum rs a materral as beautiful as it is strong, but rt must be
used wrth care, and kept at a distance from the fire. Thrs also
takes a parnted design well, but gilt tooltng ts also eff'ectrve rn
contrast to its brilliant white coiour.
Morocco will always remain the main material for bookbinding:
its durability is so remarkable that no other leather is likely to
oust it from its pre-eminent position, and its variety is very con-
siderable, as it may either be used rough or smooth as required.
and its dyes are fairly permanent, and very different from thc
evanescent dyes ol calf. Sir George Birdwooci exhibits a patr oI
slippers. with a pattern cut out ln the leather in a manner whtch
mrght be adapted to bookbinding. and would be a novelty
This rs not a paper on bookbrnding in general. but on destgn as

appiieo to the binding of a book. I am, therefore, precluded from
treating of forwarding, end-papers, half-binding, and sundry other
matters which come under the heading of bookbtnding.

Mention may be made in this place of some of the vagaries of
binding. I have seen a little book with a beautiful cameo portrait
ofthe authoress on the end cover. and emeralds set in the clasp.
Ivory carvings have been let rnto the covers, and many of these

eccentricities are allowable as long as they rematn the exceptton.
and do not claim to be the rule. Embroiciery has lateiy been re-
vived with so much success that it seems well agatn to adapt tt ro
bookbinding, as was done in the l6th century. The School of Art
Needlework at South Kensington have done this in a few instances.

* Morts. Rouveyre hus ulso lusl rssued a beauttfuL work on lhe url
bindings in the Nuional Library, Puris. All these works, kindly senr bt'

M. Rouveyre, were in the Exhibitktn.

I[..CLOTH BINDING

The history of cloth binding ought to be one of great interest to
us. as it is entirely of English growth (the French call it la toile
anglaise, and the Cermans Englisches Einband), and its intro-
duction is comparatively so recent, that we are able to trace the
sequence of the vartous changes that this spectal form ofbinding
has gone through. Books at the beginning of the present century
were usually issued in paper boards, of various colours, with white
paper labels, upon which the title of the book was printed. This
was by no means a bad binding, but after a little use the paper

was apt to crack at the hinge, so that the side got disconnected
from the back. About 1822 a remedy for this was suggested, by

6
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Jt is often a sad fact that despite the excellence of a bind-
I ing achievemenr. it can be seriously marred by ther appearance oi the trtle. This could perhaps be due to

the fact that despite the several texts available on binding
technlques. very few glve detailed attention to the setting
out of the trtle.

The "rules" for obtainrng atrractive tities are not ail that
difflcuit:
o Keep the wording concise t.e.. use oniy key words for

very long titles. Modern book titles are usually short in
themselves and may be used without abridging.. Ensure that the spine width can accommodate the long-
est word - hyphenation should preferably be avoided.. Titles arranged parallel with the spine should likewise
be avoided. If the book is too thin, consideration could
be given to blocking the title on the fronr cover.. Centre align the wording especially for spine trtles i.e.,
each word or lines of words are equally arranged about
a vertrcal centreline.

THE STAR
AND

OTHER POEMS

BLOGGS

HOPE'S
CLOTHES &
COSTUMES

OF THE
ANCIENTS

March 2001

. Make the letters/words of a line in the same point size.o Avoid usrng the same point size (if possible) for words
such as and, for. of, a and the; these shouid be of a
smaller polnt slze ro the pnncipal words of the trtie.. Give consideratron to lrne spactng; not too wide for
smaller pornt-sized words nor too narrow for larger
poini-sized words.

o Avord uslng ampersancis (&) if possrble.. Letter combinations such as WA (e.g. for water) and
VA should be 'kerned' to avoid the ugly large space
between them. Brass or lead type founts usually make
no provision for this so the rest of the letters of the word
should be spaced further apart using shims.. Numbers in a title (for Volume numbers and dates/years)
should preferably have shims inserted between them
so the figures don't appear to be 'bunched up rogether'

Some examples are provided hereunder:

THE STAR
AND

OTHER POEMS

BLOGGS

CLOTHES
AND

COSTUMES
OF THE

ANCIENTS

HOPE

GOLD
FIELDS

OF
SOUTH

AUSTRALIA

WATERS
OF

NEW SOUTH
WALES

GOLD
FIELDS

OF SOUTH
AUSTRALIA

WATERS
OF

NEW SOUTH
WALES

VOLUME VItr

t9%-1991

MOROCCO BOUND

TITLING AND TITLE PIECES

Here. the word and should be in a
smaller point size and the author's
name in the same point size as the
principal words of the title.

The ampersand should replaced by
the worci and writen in full and be
of a smaller point size; the words of
the in the same smaller point. size;
the author's name be set out sepa-
rately and in the same point size as
the principal words of the title.

The word o/should be grven its own
separate line and in a smaller pornr
srze which would achieve a much
better balance of the title.

To overcome the spacing uneveness
of certain letter combinations, thin
spacers or shims should be inserted
in the other word letters to achieve a

better balance.

Figures whether Roman or Arabic
give a much better appearance if
thin spacers or shims are inserted
between each number.

VOLUME VIII

1990-1991

John R Newland.
Birchgrove, NSW.
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if it has moved out of position, press down again but over
run the joint by a fraction. Close the board, setting it firmly
into the shoulders of the spine. Check the other board and
finish coverrng. Refer to Illustration 9.

PINHEAD JOINTS
A pinheadjoint is an apt description ofthe position ofboards
on limp bindings such as bibles and hymnals. Thin boards,
such as manilla. are placed 2mm from the spine edge.

Sectrons are sewn with an excess swell in order that

TESTING OF
Republished b1, kind permission of the Australian Insti-
tute for the Conservation of Cultural Material,first pub-
lished in their National Newsletter, No 76, Septenber 2000.

Bookcloths used in conservation bookbinding and box
building were recently tested at the Australian National
Maritime Museum.

We wanted to determine which of the samples of
bookcloth we'd collected were most suitable for use on
our rare book boxes. Where possible we selected blue sam-
ples to reflect our corporate colour. Ten coupons (2cm2)
were cut into slivers, placed in 40mL of deionised water
and heated at 60'C for 7 days. The aims were to:

I Judge the strength of the substratei
2 Judge the fugitivity/ stability of the dyes/binders;

and
3 Measure the pH change in the solution (the pH of

the deionised water was 5.0).

This information was extrapolated to suggest the stabil-
Ity of a given material in dry or wet conditions eg, a flood.

Of the ten materials tested only one could be classifieci
as 'archival' according to this test. This was a leather-look
acrylic coated blue bookcloth (LCT 623) imported from
Taiwan and available through Winterbottom Products Pty
Ltd of Australia. It remained alkaline throughout testing
while also retaining physical form and losing a very small
amount of orange colour.

Interestingly, a special Archival Linen Buckram called
Islandreagh(brown and blue) from Shepherds Bookbinders
Ltd, London, gave acidic pH readings from the outset and

MOROCCO BOUND March 2001

they maintain a rounded shape. They are not backed. Sec-
tions may be French sewn but the use of tape is prelerable
for strength. The spine should be flexible, and this is

achieved by one lining of archival cloth, or better, a strtp
of leather sandpapered smooth.

The usual covering is thinned morocco with a trght back.
The boards do not fall back easily unless the leather is

thinned sufficiently. Refer to Illustration 10.

ILLUSTRATION 1O

(To be continued).

BOOKCLOTH
disintegrated, but lost little dye. Ared Recordleinen from
Bamberger Kaliko behaved similarly to Islandreagh, al-
though retaining its physical form, while the Scottish im-
ported red Winterbottom Oxford Library Buckram started
and finished alkaline, but lost dye immediately on contact
with the water. The cloths tested were:

Shepherds Buckram - cornflower blue (2018).
Shepherds Buckram - deep blue (2014).

Shepherds Islandreagh -brown and blue.
Shepherds Japanese spun rayon - mid blue
Winterbottom's Oxford Library Buckram - red

(2001) and blue (2082).
Winterbottom's LCT 623 leather-look - deep blue

(2083).
Winterbottom's -Arresrox B I 9990 - black.
Bamberger Kaliko Recordleinen - red.

For further information about the test or the bookcloths
please contact Veronica Bullock on (02) 9298 3770.

Veronica Bullock.
Australian National Maritime Museum.

LEATHER SPLITTING
Susy Braun, a NSW Member, has negotiated with the firm
of Birdsall Leather and Craft of Botany, NSW for leather
splitting.

Leather pieces, not exceed 300mm in width, are to be

delivered to the NSW Guild's Workshop before I April
2001 for despatch to Birdsall's. When ready, these will be

available for collection at the Workshop together with in-
voices.

4

Yapp Edges
not shown
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cate sewing on webbing, tacketing, endpapers reinforced
with buckram, a spring hollow, laminated boards, leather
linings, brass shoes and locks.

Costs depend on the quality of craftsmanship involved
as expenslve work is bound in either vellum or double lay-
ers ol morocco. The cheaper ranges are covered in calf,
basil leather and buckram. Refer to Illustration 4.

THE LIBRARY STYLE
At the beginning of the twentieth century a robust book
construction without refinements was required for lending
libraries. The style is a great contribution to the purpose of
bookbinding. Based on the account book its attributes are
endpapers reinforced with cloth, overoast sections, tape
sewing, split boards, the french groove, inserted cord
headcaps, unpared morocco leather, tight smooth back and
the universal corner.

A minor weakness lies in the boards being set away
from thejoint. Thus the text block is not supported by the
board edges but leans against a cushion of leather. The style
may be covered in buckram or vellum and as these mat-
erials are unsuited to a tight back, a hollow back is incor-
porated. Refer to Illustration 5.

- French Groove

HARRISON GROOVE
Named after its innovator, it is also referred to as the semi
french or supported groove. Library binders were concerned
over the problem of the spine unsupported by its boards.

MOROCCO BOUND March 2001

Harrison resolved this with a simple solution by increasing
the thickness of the inner board of the split and placing it
flush with the joint. Thus the text block is supported whilst
the reduced thickness of the outer board retains a shallow
groove necessary for the unpared leather. The boards open
extremely well. Refer to Illustration 6.

FLEXIBLE AND SUNK CORD STYLES
Since early times this constructron has the boards placed
flush against the shoulders of the spine and a depth ofjoint
equal to the board thickness. Thus the text block is sup-
ported and the strain of sewing is relieved. The durability
of the style depends on a high level of craftsmanship and
the employment of good materials. Refer to Illustration 7.

The drawback is that the leather has to be thinned at the
board hinges in order for the book to open freely. Strength
can be maintained by paring no more than necessary and
using durable leather. Modifications for the use of thicker
leather have been attempted but have not been entirely sat-
isfactory. Refer to Illustratron 8.

ILLUSTRATION 8

A common error when covering the flush joint style is
not 'setting' the joint efficiently. When the boards are cov-
ered and the turn-ins completed, but before tying up, the
procedure is to open one board. Press it down along the

spine edge and manipulate the board until it sits close and

at right angles to the joint. Close the board and repeat the

operation on the other side. Open the first board again and

'Split Board

3
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A JOINT VENTURE
Arthur Johnson, author of tlte well-knownThames and Hudson Manual of Bookbinding, has kindly supplied another
arttcle for publicatiotr tn this Journal. Thanks nrust also go to June McNicol, Hon Secretary of the Queensland Guildfor
arranging with Arthur for future articles and, as with his previous articles, this one is also as informative.

Every operation in binding should contribute to the durabilitt, of the book. This is an examination of the joint construc-
tions that are crucial to the strength of hinges and ntovemertts of the boards.

ll )
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FLAT BACK CASE BINDING
This is a simple construction and an example of bookcraft
work rather than a brnding. It is acceptable for books of
little worth but can be attractive if covered in quarter leather
or cloth with decorated paper sides.

The spine strip of board is equal to the width of the
sewn sections or, if prefened, the width plus the thickness
of the two boards. The standard measurement of the groove
is 9mm but may be reduced slightly if the result is a loose
joint. Suspended between the boards the sections have a
greater gravitational pull further away from the tapes. This
strain will cause the stitching, tapes and linings to fail and
the tail foredge to scuff on the shelf. Refer to Illustration 1.

large books with thick boards and when using coarse cloth.
Refer to Illustration 2.

THE AMERICAN GROOVE
This is an adaptation of the case binding and has a similar
appearance to that of the Library Style.

Boards are positioned 3mm from the joint in order that
unusually thick material, such as hessian. will fold back
freely. The disadvantages are that the spine is unsupported
by the joint and the boards tend to be loose. Although it is
a case binding the measure of the joint and the board thick-
ness are the same. Refer to Illustration 3.

ACCOUNT BOOK:
Account books are the most durable of bindings but are
rare today because of machine accounting, the lack of shlls
and the cost of making. The leaves open flat for entrres by
hand; therefore the book is rounded only. The rnvolved
operations include guarding each section with cloth, intrr-

\

9mm Groove

ILLUSTBATION 1

rr-----\----

CASE BINDING
A cased book made by hand imitates a machine product.
From the middle of the nineteenth century the invention of
printing and binding machinery supplied the market with
economical and serviceable books. The sections were as-
sembled mechanically by means of thread. tape, linings
and adhesives. These text blocks were fixed between
boards. joined together by cloth. Cloth that folds into a
sharp crease will break down, therefore an extra measure
at the hinge is necessary for a free opening. This is accom-
plished by making the depth of the joint one and a half
times the board thickness. This depth can be increased for

1!/z times board thickness

Tapes and Stiffeners
inside Laminated Boards

ILLUSTRATION 2 ILLUSTRATION 4

.,

- American Groove
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MILLENNIUM IN A BOX
A PORTFOLIO COLLECTION OF WORK BY BOOK ARTISTS FROM ACROSS CANADA

John R Newland

This was one of 50 boxes each measuring 475 x i40 x I 50ntm. Each box contained the 35 unique works of art produced
by the members of the Canadian Bookbinders and Book Artists Guild for exhibition round the world as well as in

Australia in late 2000.


